MEDITATIONS
FOR CHESHVAN
Truly my soul waits silently for G-d.1

Chasha / Hush
To Be Silent
The strength of faith is in silence, in words that hibernate and wait. Uttered faith must
come out as surplus of silence, as the fruit of lived faith, of enduring intimacy.2

1

Psalm 62;2

2

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, Moral Grandeur and Spiritual Audacity: Essays

1

Shh… hush, time to be still, to be quiet.
After the rush of the Fall Feasts, Cheshvan is a special set apart time marked by the
silence of any fasts or feasts. Even the root of it’s name, chash, means quiet. In this quiet
month of Cheshvan may we more fully embrace the gift of holy silence.
All thoughts - unless otherwise noted - are from Andrew Vogel Ettin, Speaking Silences Stillness and Voice In Modern Thought And Jewish Tradition.

CHESHVAN - 1
Judaism has several different paradigms of experiencing G-d… and accessing wisdom.
One is the explosion of awareness at Mt. Sinai. G-d speaks with thunder and lightening,
and loud shofar blasts. Like being knocked over being knocked over the head: SEE THIS!
On the other end of the spectrum. we have the experience of Elijah where running for his
life, he hides in a cave. There, he encounters G-d decidedly NOT in the wind, earthquake
or fire that comes his way, but in the still small voice (1 Kings 19: 9 – 13.)…
Unlike Sinai moments that are inescapable blasts, silence is something I’ve had to
consciously choose.
Rabbi Jill Zimmerman, The Silence That Speaks

CHESHVAN - 2
Silence and speech differ obviously from one another, but they are not strangers to each
other. Too often regarded simply as antithetical, silence and speech should be understood
as inseparable partners in an eternal conversation. Each teaches about acts of creation.

CHESHVAN - 3
Civilization is not only speech; it is also silence. While it is true that silence cannot replace
speech, it is the background from which speech arises and to which it returns. As every
people has known language, every people has known silence. Behind all our explorations,
after we exhaust ourselves in words, the silence abides, waiting for us to discover it, return
to it, to hear a message momentarily lost amid the sounds of our own language.
David J. Wolpe, In Speech and In Silence

CHESHVAN - 4
It seems difficult to remember that at a given time one must either fully listen or fully talk.
Perhaps the difficulty lies in our rarely doing anything with such total singleness of
attention. To listen fully is perhaps harder than its opposite. Indeed, only remarkable and
memorable individuals are capable of turning to others with the full direction of their
attention, as if listening to that person at that moment is of the utmost significance.
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Listening with such intensity to wherever the silences occur may be even more difficult.
First we must notice them as worth listening to and then we must learn how to listen.

CHESHVAN - 5
Listening and speaking forth are not merely two separate enterprises. One makes the
other possible by making a place for it. So “cries, and moans, and laughter” can be
“muted” by life’s “cacophony.” Silence must exist for speech to come into being, and too
much noise drowns out communication.

CHESHVAN - 6
The default should not be that we speak and in between the words there is silence.
Silence is an expression as well.
Rabbi Efrem Goldberg

CHESHVAN - 7
Everyone who amid the clamor and clatter of a normal life has tried to create anything has
been in contact with the need for silence.

CHESHVAN - 8
When we step through the doorway of silence we venture into the expanse of space…into
all those mysteries that words have been unable to open fully to us.

CHESHVAN - 9
Silence is the stilling touch of the Eternal.

CHESHVAN - 10
Whatever happens in the silence before creation, in the gathered stillness, it is out of that
silence that we create. Our creating devours the silence that has made creation possible.
Paradoxically, the silence must end for the creating to begin, and that creation also
concerns what occurred in the silence.

CHESHVAN - 11
Hesitation at the boundary of speech confirms our consciousness of speech’s intrusion
into the place of another, but speech, we know, is not merely some disembodied and
neutral articulation of text. The presence of speech means that someone is speaking;
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speech means that our words go with us. Not only do our words venture into the space of
consciousness, but we too are the wanderers, the explorers, the invaders.
With this in mind we may understand the biblical prohibition against taking G-d’s name in
vain as a prohibition against presuming to intrude upon the presence of the Sacred.

CHESHVAN - 12
Our silence and our speech matter because G-d listens.
David J. Wolpe, In Speech and In Silence

CHESHVAN - 13
When I speak, I have reason to regret. But when I am silent, I have nothing to regret.
Before I speak, I am master over my words; once the words leave my mouth, they rule
over me.
Rabbi Yehudah ha’Tzaddik, as quoted by Erica Brown in Let Silence Speak

CHESHVAN - 14
In Ecclesiastes we read the famous line "a time to speak and a time to be silent" [3:7], but
how do we know what time is the right time for speech and the right time for silence? Here
are five questions that may help you decide:
•
•
•
•
•

Will this hurt someone?
Is it necessary?
Is it helpful?
Does it make a genuine contribution to the discussion at hand?
How will I feel if the person I am speaking about hears this?
Erica Brown, Let Silence Speak

CHESHVAN - 15
The silence that counts… is a listening silence.
Rabbi Sacks, The Sound of Silence

CHESHVAN - 16
Sometimes silence, along with prayer, is the best response.
Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Silence
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CHESHVAN - 17
Within what we take to be silence is sound we have forgotten to notice; prior and
subsequent to silence is sound that defines silence, giving it meaning. But reverse
“silence” and “sound” in that sentence and it remains true.

CHESHVAN - 18
Silence cannot offer particular, exact message. It cannot proffer details; to tell someone a
name, a place, to describe an incident, one needs words. But to convey love, sorrow,
pride, a look is often more compelling, a quiet gleam more powerful than any word.
David J. Wolpe, In Speech and In Silence

CHESHVAN - 19
All of my life I was privileged to be in the company of the wise men of Torah and I learned
from them that nothing is more valuable to productive living than silence.
Raban Gamliel, as quoted by Rabbi Wein in Silence

CHESHVAN - 20
The great scholar Rabbi Elijah of Wilna once advised his students that it is often more
effective to fast with words than with food. A fast of words, a struggle with silence, can
teach us how often we misuse them.
David J. Wolpe, In Speech and In Silence

CHESHVAN - 21
What matters is the right relationship between words and wordlessness, the wordlessness
in which much more happens than in all the words one can string together. And the
wordless background… must have a distinct content… for silence too must have contours
and form.
Etty Hillesum

CHESHVAN - 22
The altar dearest to G-d is the altar of silence.
Hassidic Saying
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CHESHVAN - 23
In silence as in speech there may be service.
David J. Wolpe, In Speech and In Silence

CHESHVAN - 24
While talking can accomplish a lot, silence can be golden. When we stop taking space and
begin making space, there is suddenly room for innovation and creativity. More importantly,
there is space for another person.
Rabbi Aryeh Weinstein

CHESHVAN - 25
G-d works through words, and reaches toward silence. And we are all fashioned in the
image of G-d.
David J. Wolpe, In Speech and In Silence

CHESHVAN - 26
From our limited perspective, sound is louder than silence. From the perspective of true
Reality, however, silence is more powerful than sound. Not because G-d is closer to
silence than He is to sound, but because silence allows us the ability to rise above our
limited perception and senses to experience the sublime.
Simon Jacobson

CHESHVAN - 27
A word, like a note, is limited, confined to its own place on the musical register. Silence can
contain within it all the music that can be played, for all of it emerges from silence. A word
is a note. Silence is a symphony.
David J. Wolpe, In Speech and In Silence

CHESHVAN - 28
The desert is a place of silence. There is nothing visually to distract you, and there is no
ambient noise to muffle sound. To be sure, when the Israelites received the Torah, there
was thunder and lightening and the sound of a shofar. The earth felt as if it were shaking at
its foundations. But in a later age, when the prophet Elijah stood at the same mountain
after his confrontation with the prophets of Baal, he encountered G-d not in the whirlwind
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or the fire or the earthquake but in the kol demamah dakah, the still, small voice, literally
“the sound of a slender silence.” I define this as the sound you can only hear if you are
listening. In the silence of the midbar, the desert, you can hear the Medaber, the Speaker,
and the medubar, that which is spoken. To hear the voice of G-d you need a listening
silence in the soul.
Rabbi Sacks, The Sound of Silence

CHESHVAN - 29
“But Rabbi,” the students asked “if everything has a sacred meaning, what does the
telegraph teach us?”
“It teaches that every word is counted and charged for.”
~ A Hasidic Story
We know also - the lesson of the telephone! - that even the silences are reckoned. Who
could deny praying that both our words and silences count, that neither may be that of
ashes in the mouth.

Indeed, may all our words and silences bring blessing and
reveal the goodness of G-d.
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